Previous approaches to the problem of computing scattering by conducting bodies have utilized the well·known marching·on·in-time solution procedures. However, these procedures are very dependent on discretization techniques and sometimes lead to instabilities as the time progresses. Moreover, the accuracy of the solution cannot be verified easily, and usually there is no error estimation. In this paper we describe the conjugate gradient method for solving transient problems. For this method, the time and space discretizations are independent of one another. The method has the advantage of a direct method as the solution is obtained in a finite number of steps and also of an iterative method since the roundoff and truncation errors are limited only to the last stage of iteration. The conjugate gradient method converges for any initial guess; however, a good initial guess may significantly reduce the computation time. Also, explicit error formulas are given for the rate of convergence of this method. Hence any problem may be solved to a prespecified degree of accuracy. The procedure is stable with respect to roundoff and truncation errors and simple to apply. As an example, we apply the method of conjugate gradient to the problem of scattering from a thin conducting wire illuminated by a Gaussian pulse. The results compare well with the marching·on-in·time procedure.
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I. INTRODUCTION
where A is the integrodifferential operator acting on
The primary objective of this paper is to obtain the current distribution on a thin wire as a function of time when the wire is irradiated by a narrow electro magnetic pulse. It is well known that when an inci dent electric field E inc impinges on a thin wire of length L and radius a, the current distribution on the structure /(z, t) satisfies the following integrodiff cren tial equation: the current I which produces the excitation Y for O s z S L and O S t s oo.
Classically, equation (1) has been solved by the marching-on-in-time procedure. The procedure is very efficient and simple to program. However, for proper implementation of the procedure the dis cretization in space and time has to be done with great care. Moreover, sometimes as time progresses, the solution becomes unstable. Hence in this paper we apply the method of conjugate gradient to solve equation (1).
In operator notation, (1) can be rewritten as Equation (1) has been solved in various ways. We first discuss the marching-on-in-time technique.
MARCHING-ON-IN-TIME SOLUTION
Marching-on-in-time has been applied previously to several types of transient scattering problems. For example, in acoustics it has been applied by Sl1aw [1967] , Mitz11er [1967] , Neilso,z et al. [1978] , Cole et al. [ 1978] , H ern1a11 [ 1980, 1981 ] , and Bennett and Mieres [1981] .
For the transient analysis from wire antennas, the marching-on-in-time solution was first applied by Sayre and Harrington [1972] . However, the first working computer program for transient analysis from wire antennas is contained in the works by Ben-
